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A Military Education Experiment
• Our Naval education systems, designed in the machine age, do not 
adequately prepare our military for the emerging new world.  Our 
adversaries, who are not subject to our institutional constraints, are 
moving into the new age faster than we are.  It is time for a new 
conversation about the design of military education.
• Experiment: 6 officers participated in a 4-month long course “Working 
Effectively in Small Teams (WEST) 
‒ 3 hours/week; coordinated action in virtual game World of Warcraft
+ facilitated conversation
‒ Participants from different backgrounds and cultures must 
coordinate as “pluralistic networks”, similar to complex military 
operations
‒ “The best leadership training I’ve had in my 12 years in the military” 
Using a virtual world platform to practice coordination and team 
skills
Leadership in Virtual Worlds
Leadership Skills Can Develop Across Distance
• A common belief is that meeting “in-person” is the only way to develop leadership skills.  
Developing leadership practices in virtual environments is valuable, especially for organizations 
where geographically dispersed teams are the norm. 
• Core skills for teams working in new, uncertain and emerging environments can be developed and 
practiced in virtual environments.
• Participants re-experienced what it is like to be a beginner – an unusual opportunity for 
developing empathy among seasoned professionals. 
• Participants practiced building trust in teams.  Many realized they often talk about the importance 
of trust but have little sense of what conversations actually contribute to creating a sense of trust.
• Participants built relationships with each other.  This helped develop a sense of commitment 
among team members to provide honest assessments and stick with the course.
• Participants created shared understanding by practicing new skills together, further contributing 
to their mutual trust and team effectiveness.
Active Engagement in Learning
• Participants had fun.  Their enjoyment of their teams and 
projects kept them engaged week by week for the full four 
months.
Research published in Being in Uncertainty: Cultivating New 
Sensibilities in Military Education, chapter in Innovative Learning, 
A Key to National Security, Army Press, Dec 2015 
http://armypress.dodlive.mil/?p=1659
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Grounded Assessments –
A Key to Effective Teams
• Team coordination consists of making assertions (verifiable facts) and 
exchanging grounded assessments (opinions backed by relevant assertions) 
about each teammate’s performance.  
• Coaches emphasized that assessments should be aimed to help the team 
achieve its goals -- not as personal criticisms or attacks.  
• Many found this honesty tough at first and diluted their assessments with 
unnecessary verbal filters.  Yet it soon became apparent to all teams that 
their effectiveness depended on each member’s skill in making and 
receiving these honest assessments. 
Learning to leadership skills in virtual world
